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1 Abstract 
Transmission control protocol (TCP) is a connection-oriented, end-to-end reliable transport layer protocol. 

TCP is today used in ways that was not considered back when the protocol initially was designed. New use 

cases such as video streaming, instant messaging and online games are common today. The new use cases 

bring new challenges to the TCP protocol. For example when an instant messaging message is sent it 

consists of a small stream of TCP segments. If the last segment in a transaction like that is lost it can only 

be recovered through retransmission timeout which might increase the delay time for the client several 

times over. New enhancements to the protocol are necessary to keep up with the new use cases. This 

thesis investigates three experimental enhancements for TCP. The enhancements are New Congestion 

Window Validation (CWV), Tail Loss Probe (TLP) and TCP Instant Recovery (IR). The enhancements are 

tested in a Long-term Evolution (LTE) simulator. LTE is a mobile communication technology handling 

broadband data. 

The simulations show that CWV keeps congestion window (cwnd) in a more relevant state but does not 

affect the performance greatly at the large scale simulations. TLP reduces the amount of retransmission 

timeouts through probe segments who trigger fast retransmit which leads to higher object bitrate. IR 

recovers lost packets without retransmission by sending encoded data segments. IR reduces the amount 

of retransmission timeouts and increase the object bitrate seen over all simulations. In simulations with 

heavy load on the networks IR causes longer delay time for many users because of the higher overhead.  
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4 Introduction 
The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is one of the most important protocols in the Internet and the 

universal packhorse for data [1]. It specifies a reliable and robust format that packets are sent and received 

between routers and end systems. In the early days of the Internet a phenomena called congestion 

collapse could cause the data throughput to drop with a factor of a thousand. TCP provides congestion 

control which prevents problems like congestion collapse where too much data is pushed through the 

Internet [2][3]. The available bandwidth has increased several orders of magnitude over the last 20 years 

but despite its relative age as a protocol TCP has managed to survive through constant improvements 

over the years. Today TCP has use cases that were not thought of back when it was originally designed 

such as video streaming, instant messaging and online games which make improvements and new 

enhancements to the protocol necessary. TCP performs best during a continuous stream of segments 

when the congestion control and recovery mechanisms get utilized as intended. The new use cases today 

does not always include a long continuous stream of segments though and often have small objects of 

data or short bursts. In order to keep up with the new use cases modifications and enhancements to the 

protocol is needed. The TCP Maintenance and Minor Extensions (TCPM) group at the Internet Engineering 

Task Force (IETF) focuses on maintenance, modest changes to the protocol, algorithms, and interfaces 

that maintain TCP’s utility [4]. In the TCPM group there are a number of suggested enhancements for the 

TCP protocol in the form of drafts and Requests for Comments (RFC) documents. These documents are 

work in progress and not final algorithms or protocol changes. The intention of this thesis is to investigate 

the performance of such extensions.  

4.1 Objective 
TCP for wireless is an area that has not been deeply explored for some of the algorithms suggested in the 

TCPM group. Wireless access pose additional challenges for TCP because of the rapidly changing 

throughput, handover and changes of radio access type to name a few complications. The objective of 

this thesis is to study and investigate suggested TCP enhancements from the TCPM group. The 

enhancements will be implemented in a Java based Long-Term Evolution (LTE) simulator [5]. The 

performance of the TCP optimized with the new enhancements will be benchmarked against standard 

TCP in the LTE simulator.  

The enhancements that will be evaluated in this thesis are: 

 New Congestion Window Validation (CWV):  

CWV is designed to improve transfers where the sending rate is limited by the application rather 

than the congestion window [17]. It is also designed to allow a TCP sender to quickly restart 

sending after an idle time. This can be important especially for the stability in HTTP video 

streaming (for example Netflix [6]). 

 Tail Loss Probe (TLP):  

The primary cause of retransmission timeout is lost segments at the tail of transactions [22]. TLP 

seeks to repair these losses through fast recovery and improve performance for small object 
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transactions. In a small transmission such as an instant messaging object a tail loss will cause a 

retransmission timeout which might take longer than the whole transmission of segments if it 

was successful without the loss.  TLP is enabled by default in Linux. 

 Instant Recovery (IR): 

IR incorporates Forward Error Correction (FEC) in TCP [31]. IR provides recovery of segments 

without retransmission and seeks to give performance improvements on small objects and short 

transactions. Waiting for retransmission of a lost segment in a small transmission such as an 

instant messaging object might take longer than the whole transaction if it had been successful 

without loss.  

4.2 Related work 
The enhancements evaluated in this thesis are not the only enhancements for TCP suggested at the 

moment. Some other suggested enhancements for TCP in the TCPM group are the following: 

 RTO Restart: 

Provides faster loss recovery when there is a small amount of outstanding data for a connection. 

The modification allows the transport to restart its retransmission timer more aggressively in 

situations where fast retransmit cannot be used. This enables faster loss detection and recovery 

for connections that are short-lived or application-limited [7]. 

 Proportional Rate Reduction (PRR): 

An alternative to the widely deployed fast recovery and rate-halving algorithms. These 

algorithms determine the amount of data sent by TCP during loss recovery. PRR minimizes 

excess window adjustments, and the actual window size at the end of recovery will be as close 

as possible to the ssthresh, as determined by the congestion control algorithm [8]. 

 More Accurate Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) Feedback in TCP: 

ECN is an IP/TCP mechanism where network nodes can mark IP packets instead of dropping 

them to indicate congestion to the end-points. ECN-capable receivers will feedback this 

information to the sender. This draft specifies a different scheme for the ECN feedback in the 

TCP header to provide more than one feedback signal per round-trip time [9]. 

4.3 Delimitations 
The focus of this thesis is on specific enhancements for TCP. The enhancements are implemented in a Java 

based LTE system simulator hence the evaluations for the enhancements are limited to LTE networks.  

The evaluation of CWV are limited to investigate how the algorithm effect the number of retransmission 

timeouts and how well CWV manages to keep the congestion windows size compared to the actual 

number of bytes in flight. The evaluations of video simulations with CWV have the same limitations but 

also look into how the algorithm affects the amount of rebuffering time for its clients.  

The evaluation of TLP is limited to investigate the algorithms effect on number of retransmission timeouts, 

average object bitrate and TLP segment quota.  
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In the IR simulations it is assumed that both the sender and the receiver have IR enabled hence no 

handshake is simulated. The algorithms interaction with middleboxes will not be evaluated. The segments 

sent by the algorithm are assumed to pass through any middlebox without problems or interference. Only 

basic XOR is used in the IR implementation. Interleaved XOR is not evaluated in this thesis. The evaluation 

of IR is limited to investigate the algorithms effect on number of retransmission timeouts, average object 

bitrate and IR encoded segment quota.  

4.4 TCP 
This part of the thesis gives a brief overview of the fundamentals of TCP.  

4.4.1 Overview 

TCP is a connection-oriented, end-to-end reliable transport layer protocol designed to fit into a layered 

hierarchy of protocols which support multi-network applications [10]. TCP is a middle step between the 

Internet Protocol (IP) and an application program. A TCP connection provides a full-duplex service and it 

is always between a single sender process and a single receiver process (point-to-point) [1]. 

Two processes communicate with each other through a stream of TCP segments. Each segment is made 

up of a header field and a data field. The segments are forwarded through the network layer packed as IP 

payload. The maximum segment size (MSS) dictates the maximum amount of application layer data each 

segment might contain. MSS is given in bytes. MSS does not take the TCP header data into account. Since 

a large file such as an image or video usually will be too big to fit into the data field of one segment the 

file will be broken into pieces with a maximum size of MSS. The maximum transmission unit (MTU) is the 

largest link layer frame that can be transmitted without fragmentation. MTU is given in bytes.  

The TCP header contains a number of fields with information about the sender, the receiver and the 

segment itself. The header has information about source and destination port numbers. It has a checksum 

field which is used for detecting errors which might have occurred during storage or transmission. The 

header has a number of flags indicating what kind of segment it is and which fields within the segment 

are relevant. The fields for sequence and acknowledge number are the most important fields in the 

header. These fields give TCP the ability to provide a reliable transmission of data. The sequence number 

represents the first byte of data contained within the segment. A segment is considered an 

acknowledgment (ACK) segment if the ACK bit in the header is set. This states that the acknowledgment 

number field in the header is relevant. The acknowledgement number contains the value of the next 

sequence number the sender of the ACK segment is expecting to receive and it acknowledges that it has 

received all data up to but excluding the acknowledgment number. For each TCP segment containing 

requested data a process receives it will answer with an ACK segment. See Figure 4.1 for an example of 

sequence and acknowledge numbers exchanged between a server process S who sends data to a client 

process C. 
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Figure 4.1: Server S sends segments to 
client C who acknowledges them. 

 

 
Figure 4.2: TCP three-way handshake 
initiated from client C to server S. 

 

When two processes wishes to send data to each other through TCP they first need to handshake (TCP 

use a three-way handshake). When a client process wishes to initiate a connection with a server process 

it is done according to the following three steps:  

1. The client sends a TCP segment to the server with the SYN bit in the header set to 1. This segment 

is referred to as a SYN segment. The client puts a randomly chosen number in the sequence 

number field. This first sequence number is the initial sequence number (ISN) of the client.  

2. When the server receives the TCP SYN segment from the client it responds with a segment 

referred to as SYNACK segment. The SYNACK segment has the SYN bit set to 1, the 

acknowledgment field is set to the clients ISN + 1 and the server randomly chooses its own ISN 

which is put in the sequence number field.  

3. When the client receives the SYNACK segment it allocates buffers and variables to the connection 

with the server. The client now send another segment with the acknowledgment field set to the 

servers initial sequence number + 1 and the SYN bit set to zero. This segment may carry data 

payload unlike the previous two segments in the three-way handshake.  

After the three-way handshake the client and the server processes can send a stream of TCP segments 

containing application data to each other. The sequence number in each segment represents the first byte 

of data contained in the segment. For each data segment that is received an ACK segment is sent as 

response informing up to which byte of the data stream has been received by stating the next byte of data 

it expects. The connection between the server and client can be ended by either of the two by exchange 

of FIN (finish) segments.  

In this thesis the sequence number of the next byte to be transmitted is referred to as SND.NXT and the 

sequence number of the first unacknowledged byte in the sender is referred to as SND.UNA.  
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4.4.2 Reliable Transmission 

TCP delivers a reliable stream of bytes. This means that all bytes received will be identical with bytes sent 

from the sender. The data will be in the correct order and it will not be corrupted. There are many reasons 

why a TCP segment might be lost along the way to its destination. TCP segments are stored within IP 

datagrams, IP is a best effort delivery protocol. This means that IP does not guarantee that data between 

two processes is delivered even though it makes its best effort. A packet might be lost or dropped during 

transmission because of congestion, corrupted data or a router which misplace it.  

TCP uses positive acknowledgment with retransmission of lost segments in order to guarantee reliability. 

When a segment is sent a retransmission timer is set. If an ACK segment is not received for the segment 

before the retransmission timer runs out the segment will be considered lost and be retransmitted. The 

duration of this timer is referred to as retransmission timeout (RTO). Round-trip time (RTT) is the time 

between when a sender has sent a segment to the time when an ACK segment arrives at the sender 

confirming that the segment has arrived at its destination. The calculation for how big the timeout interval 

should be is based on a smoothed value of samples of the RTT called smoothed round-trip time (SRTT). 

When a segment is retransmitted after a RTO the retransmission time will be doubled. 

Selective Acknowledgments (SACK) allows TCP to acknowledge intervals of data instead of single packets 

[27]. TCP without SACK have to resend every packet after a packet is considered lost while TCP with SACK 

only will resend the missing packets thanks to the information about which intervals has already been 

acknowledged so they don’t need to be retransmitted.  

The amount of data sent by a TCP sender can be governed by the receiver. This is called transmission 

scheduling and the purpose of transmission scheduling is to make sure that the sender does not overflow 

the receiver’s buffer. Every time the receiver sends an ACK segment the window field will indicate the 

number of bytes that the sender is allowed to transmit before receiving further permission. The most 

recently advertised receiver window will be referred to as RCV.NXT.  

LastByteSent – LastByteAcked ≤ RCV.NXT 

4.4.3 Congestion Control 

When a TCP packet is lost it is typically the result from an overflowing router buffer in the network that is 

congested. In order to not cause network congestion TCP need to refrain from sending too many packets 

in too short time and limit its throughput according to the available capacity. This is achieved through 

congestion control algorithms [11].  

Congestion window (cwnd) is a TCP state variable that represents the maximal amount of bytes that can 

be out in the network at any time.  

LastByteSent – LastByteAcked ≤ min(cwnd, RCV.NXT) 

The cwnd value is determined by TCP’s congestion control algorithm. The congestion control algorithm 

has the different states slow start, congestion avoidance and fast recovery.  
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When a TCP connection is newly started the cwnd is set to the value one. The connection is initially in the 

slow start state. While in slow start, each time the sender receives an ACK segment the cwnd is increased 

by one MSS. This gives exponential growth to the cwnd while in slow start. The slow start state will remain 

until the cwnd exceeds the slow start threshold (ssthresh). The ssthresh is initially set arbitrarily high but 

will be reduced when congestion is detected. When ssthresh < cwnd the congestion avoidance state will 

be entered. In congestion avoidance the rate of which the cwnd increases is slowed down to about one 

MSS per RTT. If congestion is detected through a RTO while in congestion avoidance cwnd is set to one 

and the slow start state is entered once again. The ssthresh will be set to cwnd/2.  

When a receiver gets an out-of-order segment it will send a duplicate ACK. A duplicate ACK is an ACK that 

again acknowledges a segment that has been acknowledged before. This means that a segment with 

sequence number higher than the one acknowledged in the duplicate ACK probably is lost. Upon arrival 

of three duplicate ACKs at the sender it is assumed that the segment is lost without waiting for a RTO. 

Now the fast retransmit algorithm resends the missing segment without waiting for the segment to time 

out. After the retransmission of the likely lost segment the fast recovery algorithm sets the state to 

congestion avoidance instead of slow start which would normally happen. ssthresh is set to cwnd/2 and 

cwnd is set to ssthresh plus three MSS. Each time an additional duplicate ACK arrives the cwnd is increased 

by one MSS. This is because another segment is assumed to have left the network and arrived in the 

receiver’s buffer.  

The previously described congestion control is known as TCP Reno congestion control. TCP CUBIC is 

another congestion control algorithm which differs in the way it adjusts cwnd. In particular, it uses a cubic 

function instead of a linear window increase of the current TCP standards to improve scalability and 

stability under fast and long distance networks [12]. 

See [10] for a more detailed specification of TCP.  

4.5 LTE 
In recent years the interest for mobile data technologies has greatly increased since services for voice, 

video and data are becoming increasingly popular for mobile devices. The growing user base of 

smartphones provides a bigger need for fast mobile broadband.  

Long-term Evolution (LTE) is a mobile communication technology handling broadband data. LTE is 

developed in 3GPP (Third Generation Partnership project) [13]. The work on LTE was first initiated in late 

2004, the first release of LTE specifications, release 8, was completed in 2008 and the first commercial 

network operation started late in 2009. LTE release 8 is often labeled as 3.9G while LTE release 10 is 

referred to as LTE-Advanced or true 4G.  

Theory for LTE in this section of the thesis is taken from [5]. The following subsections will briefly go 

through LTE release 8, LTE release 9 and LTE release 10. 

4.5.1 Release 8 

LTE release 8 contains the basic LTE functionality. The downlink transmission scheme in LTE is based on 

OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing). OFDM provides high grade of robustness against 
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channel frequency selectivity thanks to the use of cyclic-prefix insertion. OFDM also provides the 

additional benefits relevant for LTE:  

 OFDM provides access to the frequency domain, thereby enabling an additional degree of 

freedom to the channel-dependent scheduler compared to time-domain-only scheduling used in 

major 3G systems.  

 Flexible transmission bandwidth to support operation in spectrum allocations of different size is 

straightforward with OFDM from a baseband perspective, by varying the number of OFDM 

subcarriers used for transmission.  

 Broadcast/multicast transmission, where the same information is transmitted from multiple base 

stations, is straightforward with OFDM. 

The LTE uplink is also based on OFDM transmission. However, different means are taken to reduce the 

cubic metric of the uplink transmission, thereby enabling higher terminal power-amplifier efficiency. For 

uplink data transmission, the OFDM modulator is preceded by a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) 

precoder, leading to DFT-spread OFDM (DFTS-OFDM). The use of DFTS-OFDM on the LTE uplink allows for 

orthogonal separation of uplink transmissions also in the frequency domain. Orthogonal separation is in 

many cases beneficial as it avoids interference between uplink transmissions from different terminals 

within the cell. The LTE uplink transmission scheme allows for both time division (TDMA) and frequency 

division (FDMA) between users.  

At the core of the LTE transmission scheme is the use of shared-channel transmission with the overall 

time-frequency resource dynamically shared between users. The use of shared-channel transmission is 

well matched to the rapidly varying resource requirements posed by packet-data communication. The 

scheduler controls, for each time instant, to which users the different parts of the shared resource should 

be assigned. The scheduler also determines the data rate to be used for each transmission. The scheduler 

is thus a key element and to a large extent determines the overall system performance, especially in a 

highly loaded network. Due to the use of OFDM in both the downlink and uplink transmission directions, 

the scheduler has access to both the time and frequency domains. In other words, the scheduler can for 

each time instant and frequency region select the user with the best channel conditions.  

LTE is designed to operate with a one-cell frequency reuse, implying that the same time-frequency 

resources can be used in neighboring cells. In particular, the basic control channels are designed to 

operate properly also with the relatively low signal-to-interference ratio that may be experienced in a 

reuse-one deployment. Having access to the entire available spectrum in each cell and operating with 

one-cell reuse from an overall system-efficiency point-of-view is always beneficial. However, it may also 

lead to relatively large variations in the signal-to-interference ratio, and thus also in the achievable data 

rates, over the cell area with potentially only relatively low data rates being available at the cell border. 

System performance and especially the cell-edge user quality can thus be further enhanced by allowing 

for some coordination in the scheduling between cells. The basic aim of such inter-cell interference 

coordination (ICIC) is to, if possible, avoid scheduling transmissions to/from terminals at the cell border 

simultaneously in neighboring cells, thereby avoiding the worst-case interference situations. To support 

such interference coordination, the LTE specification includes several messages that can be 
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communicated between eNodeBs (evolved universal terrestrial radio access network logical nodes 

handling transmission/reception in multiple cells) using the so-called X2 interface. These messages 

provide information about the interference situation and/or scheduling strategies of the eNodeB issuing 

the message and can be used by an eNodeB receiving the message as input to its scheduling process. 

Fast hybrid ARQ (Automatic Repeat-reQuest) with soft combining is used in LTE to allow the terminal to 

rapidly request retransmissions of erroneously received transport blocks and to provide a tool for implicit 

rate adaptation. Retransmissions can be rapidly requested after each packet transmission, thereby 

minimizing the impact on end-user performance from erroneously received packets. Incremental 

redundancy is used as the soft combining strategy and the receiver buffers the soft bits to be able to 

perform soft combining between transmission attempts.  

LTE supports different multi-antenna transmission techniques. Multiple antennas can be used in different 

ways for different purposes such as: 

 Multiple receive antennas can be used for receive diversity. For uplink transmissions, this has 

been used in many cellular systems for several years. However, as dual receive antennas are the 

baseline for all LTE terminals, the downlink performance is also improved.  

 Multiple transmit antennas at the base station can be used for transmit diversity and different 

types of beam-forming. The main goal of beam-forming is to improve the received SINR (signal-

to-interference-and-noise ratio) and, eventually improve system capacity and coverage.  

 Spatial multiplexing, sometimes referred to as MIMO, using multiple antennas at both the 

transmitter and receiver is supported by LTE. Spatial multiplexing results in an increased data rate, 

channel conditions permitting, in bandwidth-limited scenarios by creating several parallel 

“channels”. Alternatively, by combining the spatial properties with the appropriate interference 

suppressing receiver processing, multiple terminals can transmit on the same time-frequency 

resource in order to improve the overall cell capacity. This is sometimes referred to as multi-user 

MIMO.  

Up to four layers can be spatially multiplexed in LTE release 8.  

A high degree of spectrum flexibility is one of the main characteristics of the LTE radio-access technology. 

The aim of this spectrum flexibility is to allow for the deployment of LTE radio access in different frequency 

bands with different characteristics, including different duplex arrangements and different sizes of the 

available spectrum. It is possible to deploy LTE-based radio access in both paired and unpaired spectrum. 

Therefore, LTE supports both frequency- and time-division-based duplex arrangements. Frequency-

Division Duplex (FDD) implies that downlink and uplink transmission take place in different, sufficiently 

separated, frequency bands. Time-Division Duplex implies that downlink and uplink transmission take 

place in different, non-overlapping time slots. Thus, TDD can operate in unpaired spectrum, whereas FDD 

requires paired spectrum. LTE also supports half-duplex FDD at the terminal. In half-duplex FDD, 

transmission and reception at a specific terminal are separated in both frequency and time. An important 

characteristic of LTE is the possibility for different transmission bandwidths on both downlink and uplink. 

The main reason for this is that the amount of spectrum available for LTE deployment may vary 
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significantly between different frequency bands and also depending on the exact situation of the 

operator. Furthermore, the possibility of operating in different spectrum allocations gives the possibility 

for gradual migration of spectrum from other radio-access technologies to LTE.  

4.5.2 Release 9 

The second release of the LTE specifications, release 9, introduced additional functionality. The main 

enhancements seen in release 9 were support for multicast transmission, support for network-assisted 

positioning services and enhancements to beam-forming in the downlink.  

Multi-cell broadcasting implies transmission of the same information from multiple cells. By exploiting 

this at the terminal, effectively using signal power from multiple cell sites at the detection, a substantial 

improvement in coverage (or higher broadcast data rates) can be achieved. By transmitting not only 

identical signals from multiple cell sites (with identical coding and modulation), but also synchronizing the 

transmission timing between the cells, the signal at the terminal will appear exactly as a signal transmitted 

from a single cell site and subject to multi-path propagation. Due to the OFDM robustness to multi-path 

propagation, such multi-cell transmission, in 3GPP also referred to as Multicast/Broadcast Single-

Frequency Network (MBSFN) transmission, will then not only improve the received signal strength, but 

also eliminate the inter-cell interference.  

Positioning refers to functionality in the radio-access network to determine the location of individual 

terminals. Determining the position of a terminal can in principle be done by including a Global Positioning 

System (GPS) receiver in the terminal. Although this is a quite common feature, not all terminals include 

the necessary GPS receiver and there may also be cases when the GPS service is not available. LTE release 

9 therefore introduces positioning support inherent in the radio-access network. By measuring on special 

reference signals transmitted regularly from different cell sites, the location of the terminal can be 

determined.  

LTE release 9 enhances the support for combining spatial multiplexing with beam-forming. Although the 

combination of beam-forming and spatial multiplexing was already possible in release 8, this was then 

restricted to so-called codebook-based precoding. In release 9 spatial multiplexing can be combined with 

so-called non-codebook-based precoding, thereby improving the flexibility in deploying various multi-

antenna schemes.  

4.5.3 Release 10 

LTE release 10 was completed in late 2010 and enhances LTE spectrum flexibility through carrier 

aggregation, further extends multi-antenna transmission, introduces support for relaying and provides 

improvements in the area of inter-cell interference coordination in heterogeneous network deployments.  

The first release of LTE already provided extensive support for deployment in spectrum allocations of 

various characteristics, with bandwidths ranging from roughly 1 MHz up to 20 MHz in both paired and 

unpaired bands. In LTE release 10 the transmission bandwidth can be further extended by means of so-

called carrier aggregation (CA), where multiple component carriers are aggregated and jointly used for 

transmission to/from a single terminal. Up to five component carriers are aggregated and different 

bandwidth, can be aggregated, allowing for transmission bandwidths up to 100 MHz. Backwards 
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compatibility is catered for as each component carrier uses the release 8 structure. Hence, to a release 

8/9 terminal each component carrier will appear as an LTE release 8 carrier, while a carrier-aggregation-

capable terminal can exploit the total aggregated bandwidth, enabling higher data rates. In the general 

case, a different number of component carriers can be aggregated for the downlink and uplink. 

Component carriers do not have to be contiguous in frequency, which enables exploitation of fragmented 

spectrum. Operators with a fragmented spectrum can provide high-data-rate services based on the 

availability of a wide overall bandwidth even though they do not possess a single wideband spectrum 

allocation.  

In release 10, downlink spatial multiplexing is expanded to support up to eight transmission layers. Along 

with this an enhanced reference-signal structure is introduced to improve the support of various beam-

forming solutions. This can be seen as an extension of the release 9 dual-layer beam-forming to support 

up to eight antenna ports and eight corresponding layers. Together with the support for carrier 

aggregation, this enables downlink data rates up to 3 Gbit/s or 30 bit/s/Hz. Uplink spatial multiplexing of 

up to four layers is also part of release 10. It consists of a codebook-based scheme under control of the 

base station, which means that the structure can also be used for uplink transmit-side beam-forming. 

Together with the possibility for uplink carrier aggregations, this allows for uplink data rates up to 1.5 

Gbit/s or 15 bit/s/Hz.  

Relaying implies that the terminal communicates with the network via a relay node that is wirelessly 

connected to a donor cell using the LTE radio-interface technology. From a terminal point of view, the 

relay node will appear as an ordinary cell. This has the important advantage of simplifying the terminal 

implementation making the relay node backwards compatible with LTE release 8/9 terminals. In essence, 

the relay is a low-power base station wirelessly connected to the remaining part of the network. One of 

the attractive features of a relay is the LTE-based wireless backhaul, as this could provide a simple way of 

improving coverage, for example in indoor environments, by simply placing relays at the problematic 

locations.  

Heterogeneous deployments refer to deployments with a mixture of cells with different downlink 

transmission power, operating on (partially) the same set of frequencies and with overlapping 

geographical coverage. A typical example is a pico cell placed within the coverage area of a macro cell. 

Although such deployments were already supported in release 8, release 10 introduced improved inter-

cell interference handling focusing on scenarios with large power differences between overlapping cells.  

4.6 AQM 
Theory for AQM (Active Queue Management) in this section of the thesis is taken from [15] and [16]. 

The term bufferbloat was coined by Jim Gettys in late 2010 [14]. Bufferbloat is the issue of middleboxes 

(such as routers, switches) who buffer too many packets for too long, causing high packet delay time. If a 

middlebox use a simple first-in, first-out (FIFO) queue system, bufferbloat can cause networks utilizing 

real-time applications such as voice and video calls to become basically unusable for these kinds of 

applications. Traditionally subsequent incoming packets are dropped if a buffer is full, this is called tail 

drop. One problem with this solution is that a few TCP streams can occupy the entire buffer locking other 
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TCP streams out which leads to unfair sharing. AQM is a reorder or drop of packets before a queue is full 

and AQM keeps the queuing time at an appropriate value. The AQM algorithm used in the simulations in 

this thesis is delay-based. Delay-based means that the algorithm drops packets depending on how long 

time they have been queued. The algorithm uses the following variables: 

 minAgeThreshold 

 maxAgeThreshold 

 lowerDropThreshold 

 minInterDropTime 

minAgeThreshold defines the time a packet can be queued before it is time to drop it. minAgeThreshold 

is determined by end-to-end Round Trip Time of the link. maxAgeThreshold defines the longest time a 

packet can stay in the queue before getting dropped. The lowerDropThreshold variables purpose is to not 

drop packets from a queue that is almost empty, no matter if the packets have been buffered in the queue 

for a long time. The reason to not drop packets from a short queue is to leave enough packets to trigger 

duplicate ACKs in order to avoid RTO. minInterDropTime defines a time interval in order to avoid dropping 

multiple packets for the same reason repeatedly. The delay-based AQM algorithm is defined as the 

following pseudocode: 

for each outgoing packet: 

  if (size <= lowerDropThreshold)  

transmit packet 

else  

if ( ( delay > minAgeThreshold && now − previousDropTime > 

minInterDropTime ) 

  || (delay > maxAgeThreshold ) )  

discard packet 

previousDropTime = now 

else  

transmit packet 
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This algorithm is referred to as head drop AQM while a simple FIFO queue which drops incoming packets 

when queue is full is referred to as tail drop AQM in this thesis. Table 4.1 present the variables used for 

head drop AQM in the simulations in this thesis and Table 4.2 present the queue size used by tail drop 

AQM in this thesis.  

minAgeThreshold 0.20 seconds 

maxAgeThreshold 1.00 seconds 

lowerDropThreshold 5 

minInterDropTime 0.40 seconds 

maxSizeThreshold 62500000 
bytes 

Table 4.1: Head drop AQM variables used in 
simulations in this thesis. 

 

 maxSizeThreshold 625000 bytes 
Table 4.2: Tail drop AQM size used in simulations in this 
thesis. 
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5 Theory 
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", 

RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in the theory section of this thesis are to be interpreted as 

described in [29]. 

5.1 New Congestion Window Validation 
Theory for CWV in this section is taken from [17] with some modifications. Please note that [17] is work 

in progress.  

CWV is designed to improve transfers where the sending rate is limited by the application rather than the 

congestion window [17]. It is also designed to allow a TCP sender to quickly restart sending after an idle 

period. CWV achieves this through preserving the cwnd during periods when a sender is idle or not 

sending at the maximum rate allowed by the cwnd. A sender who becomes idle in standard TCP needs to 

reset the cwnd to the restart window (RW) and thereby loose the old estimation of the cwnd. It is possible 

to simply disable this functionality in TCP in order to avoid restarting from the RW after idle times. This 

approach will let the sending rate continue at previous cwnd after an idle interval but it might also give 

an incorrect estimate of the available capacity if the idle interval is long. In a wireless network there is an 

even higher probability that the cwnd after an idle interval is not accurately representing present capacity 

because of the potentially bigger fluctuation of available bandwidth.  

A sender in standard TCP who keeps on sending a lot of small packets without using the whole cwnd 

increase the cwnd far beyond what might be appropriate (see Figure 5.1). This might lead to future 

network congestion.  

 

Figure 5.1: Y axis represents size in amount of MSS packets. X axis represents time in seconds. A number of small packets have 
been sent, too small for the FlightSize to reach the cwnd. This has caused the cwnd to grow larger than what has been verified. 

Congestion window validation is a simple modification to the TCP congestion control algorithm that 

decays the cwnd after the transition to a "sufficiently-long" idle period [18]. Slow start threshold is used 

to save information about the previous value of the congestion window. The approach relaxes the 

standard TCP behavior for an idle session, with intention to improve application performance [11]. 

Congestion window validation also modifies the behavior for a rate-limited session where a sender 

transmits at a rate less than allowed by cwnd [18].  

Congestion window validation is implemented in some mainstream operating systems as the default 

behavior [19]. Analysis shows that a TCP sender using congestion window validation is able to use 
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available capacity on a shared path after an idle period [20][21]. This can benefit some applications, 

especially over long delay paths, when compared to the slow start restart specified by standard TCP. 

However, congestion window validation would only benefit an application if the idle period is less than 

several RTO intervals, since the behavior will otherwise be the same as for standard TCP, which resets the 

cwnd to the restart window after this period. 

Experience with congestion window validation suggests that although the congestion window validation 

method benefit the network in a rate-limited scenario (reducing the probability of network congestion), 

the behavior is too conservative for many common rate-limited applications [18]. This mechanism does 

therefore not offer the desirable increase in application performance for rate-limited applications and it 

is unclear whether applications actually use this mechanism in the general Internet. 

It is therefore concluded that congestion window validation, as defined in [18], often is a poor solution 

for many rate-limited applications. It has the correct motivation, but the wrong approach to solving this 

problem. An updated approach, new congestion window validation (CWV), is presented in the following 

sections.  

5.1.1 Terminology 

The following terminology is defined for CWV.  

 cwnd-limited: A TCP flow that sends the number of segments permitted by the cwnd, where the 

application utilizes the allowed sending rate. 

 pipeACK sample: A measure of the volume of data acknowledged by the network within an RTT. 

 pipeACK variable: A variable that measures the available capacity using the set of pipeACK 

samples. 

 pipeACK Sampling Period: The maximum period that a measured pipeACK sample may influence 

the pipeACK variable. 

 Non-validated phase: The phase where the cwnd reflects a previous measurement of the available 

path capacity. 

 Non-validated period, NVP: The maximum period for which cwnd is preserved in the non-

validated phase. 

 Rate-limited: A TCP flow that does not consume more than one half of cwnd, and hence operates 

in the non-validated phase. 

 Validated phase: The phase in which the cwnd reflects a current estimate of the available path 

capacity.  

 FlightSize: Indicates the amount of outstanding data in the network.  
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Figure 5.2: cwnd, FlightSize and pipeAckVariable during slow start with CWV. 

5.1.2 Algorithm specifications 

FlightSize is assumed to be equal to the value of Pipe calculated based on the pipe algorithm [27]. A sender 

determines a pipeACK sample by measuring the volume of data that was acknowledged by the network 

over the period of a measured RTT. This could be measured by caching the value of an ACK and after one 

RTT measuring the difference between the cached ACK and the current ACK. Other equivalent methods 

may be used. A sender is not required to continuously update the pipeACK variable after each received 

ACK, but SHOULD perform a pipeACK sample at least once per RTT when it has sent unacknowledged 

segments.  

The pipeACK variable MAY consider multiple pipeACK samples over the pipeACK Sampling Period. The 

value of the pipeACK variable MUST NOT exceed the maximum (highest value) within the sampling period. 

This specification defines the pipeACK Sampling Period as max(3*RTT, 1 second). This period enables a 

sender to compensate for large fluctuations in the sending rate, where there may be pauses in 

transmission, and allows the pipeACK variable to reflect the largest recently measured pipeACK sample. 

When no measurements are available, the pipeACK variable is set to the "undefined value". This value is 

used to inhibit entering the non-validated phase until the first new measurement of a pipeACK sample. 

The method RECOMMENDS that the TCP SACK option [27] is enabled. This allows the sender to more 

accurately determine the number of missing bytes during the loss recovery phase, and using this method 

will result in a higher cwnd following loss. Worth notice is that TCP SACK is a general improvement for TCP 

and does not only benefit CWV.  

5.1.3 Validated phase and non-validated phase 

A sender starts a TCP connection in the validated phase and initializes the pipeACK variable to the 

"undefined" value. This value inhibits use of the value in CWV calculations. The CWV method creates a 

new TCP sender phase that captures whether the cwnd reflects a validated or non-validated value. The 

phases are defined as following: 

 Validated phase: pipeACK >= (1/2)*cwnd || pipeACK is undefined 

This is the normal phase, where cwnd is expected to be an approximate indication of the capacity 

currently available along the network path, and the standard TCP methods are used to increase cwnd.  

 Non-validated phase: pipeACK < (1/2)*cwnd 

This is the phase where the cwnd has a value based on a previous measurement of the available 

capacity, and the usage of this capacity has not been validated in the pipeACK Sampling Period. That 

is, when it is not known whether the cwnd reflects the currently available capacity along the network 
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path. The mechanisms to be used in this phase seek to determine a safe value for cwnd and an 

appropriate reaction to congestion. These mechanisms are specified in the following section “TCP 

congestion control during the non-validated phase”. 

5.1.4 TCP congestion control during the non-validated phase 

A TCP sender MUST enter the non-validated phase when the pipeACK is less than (1/2)*cwnd. A TCP 

sender that enters the non-validated phase will preserve the cwnd (the cwnd neither grows nor gets 

reduced while the sender remains in this phase). The phase is concluded after a fixed period of time (the 

NVP) or when the sender transmits sufficient data so that pipeACK > (1/2)*cwnd (it is no longer rate-

limited).  

The behavior in the non-validated phase is specified as following: 

 A sender that is cwnd-limited MAY use the standard TCP method to increase cwnd (i.e. a TCP 

sender that fully utilizes the cwnd is permitted to increase cwnd each received ACK using standard 

methods). 

 A sender that is not cwnd-limited MUST NOT increase the cwnd when ACK packets are received 

in this phase. 

 If the sender receives an indication of congestion while in the non-validated phase (i.e. detects 

loss or Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) [30]), the sender MUST exit the non-validated phase 

(reducing the cwnd as defined in the following section “Response to congestion in the non-

validated phase”). 

 If the RTO expires while in the non- validated phase, the sender MUST exit the non-validated 

phase. It then resumes using the Standard TCP RTO mechanism [11]. 

 A sender with a pipeACK variable greater than (1/2)*cwnd SHOULD enter the validated phase. (A 

rate-limited sender will not normally be impacted by whether it is in a validated or non- validated 

phase, since it will normally not consume the entire cwnd. However a change to the validated 

phase will release the sender from constraints on the growth of cwnd, and restore the use of the 

standard congestion response.) 

5.1.5 Response to congestion in the non-validated phase 

Reception of congestion indications while in the non-validated phase is interpreted as an indication that 

it was inappropriate for the sender to use the preserved cwnd. The sender is therefore required to quickly 

reduce the rate to avoid further congestion. Since the cwnd does not have a validated value, a new cwnd 

value must be selected based on the utilized rate. 

A sender that detects a packet-drop, or receives an indication of an ECN marked packet, MUST record the 

current FlightSize in the variable LossFlightSize and MUST calculate a safe cwnd for loss recovery using the 

method below: 

cwnd = (max(pipeACK, LossFlightSize)) / 2 

If there is a valid pipeACK value, the new cwnd is adjusted to reflect that a non-validated cwnd may be 

larger than the actual FlightSize, or recently used FlightSize (recorded in pipeACK). The updated cwnd 
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therefore prevents overshoot by a sender significantly increasing its transmission rate during the recovery 

period. 

At the end of the recovery phase, the TCP sender MUST reset the cwnd using the method below where R 

is the volume of data that was retransmitted during the recovery phase: 

cwnd = (max(pipeACK, LossFlightSize) - R) / 2 

 

If the sender implements a method that allows it to identify the number of ECN-marked segments within 

a window that were observed by the receiver, the sender SHOULD use the method above, further reducing 

R by the number of marked segments. 

The sender MUST also re-initialize the pipeACK variable to the "undefined" value. This ensures that 

standard TCP methods are used immediately after completing loss recovery until a new pipeACK value 

can be determined. ssthresh is adjusted using the standard TCP method. 

CWV recommends using a method to avoid line-rate bursts after an idle or rate-limited period when there 

is less reliable information about the capacity of the network path.  

5.1.6 Adjustment at the end of the non-validated phase 

An application that remains in the non-validated phase for a period greater than the NVP is required to 

adjust its congestion control state. A period of five minutes was chosen for NVP. This is a compromise that 

was larger than the idle intervals of common applications, but not sufficiently larger than the period for 

which the capacity of an Internet path may commonly be regarded as stable. If the sender exits the non-

validated phase after this period, it MUST update the ssthresh and cwnd as following: 

ssthresh = max(ssthresh, 3*cwnd / 4) 

Initial window (IW) is the appropriate TCP initial window, used by the TCP sender [11]. The sender MUST 

then update cwnd to be not greater than: 

cwnd = max((1/2)*cwnd, IW) 

This adjustment ensures that sender responds conservatively at the end of the non-validated phase by 

reducing the cwnd to better reflect the current rate of the sender. 

5.2 Tail Loss Probe 
Theory for TLP in this section is taken from [22] with some modifications. Please note that [22] is work in 

progress. The draft is expired but the authors are continuing the work in a draft that will subsume it [23]. 

TLP is still interesting to evaluate though since it is implemented and enabled by default in the Linux kernel 

version 3.10 [24].  

TLP is a sender-only algorithm for TCP that allows recovery of tail losses through fast recovery instead of 

through lengthy retransmission timeouts. Retransmission timeouts are detrimental to application latency, 

especially for short transfers such as web transactions where timeouts often can take longer than all of 
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the rest of a transaction. The primary cause of retransmission timeouts is lost segments at the tail of 

transactions. TLP is designed to quickly recover lost segments at the end of transactions or when an entire 

window of data or acknowledgments is lost.  

5.2.1 Terminology 

The following terminology is defined for TLP.  

FlightSize: Amount of outstanding data in the network. 

PTO: Probe timeout is a timer event indicating that an ACK is overdue. Its value is constrained to be smaller 

than or equal to an RTO.  

Open state: The sender has so far received in-sequence ACKs with no SACK blocks, and no other 

indications (such as retransmission timeout) that a loss may have occurred.  

Consecutive PTOs: Back-to-back PTOs all scheduled for the same tail packets in a flight. The (N+1)st PTO 

is scheduled after transmitting the probe segment for Nth PTO. 

WCDelAckT: Stands for worst case delayed ACK timer. When FlightSize is 1, PTO is inflated additionally by 

WCDelAckT time to compensate for a potential long delayed ACK timer at the receiver. The 

RECOMMENDED value for WCDelAckT is 200ms. 

SND.FACK: The forward-most data held by the receiver. 

5.2.2 Algorithm specifications 

This section of the thesis contains algorithm specifications for TLP partly through pseudocode.  

PTO is scheduled after transmission of new data in Open state if the following conditions hold: 

 Connection is in Open state. 

 Connection is either cwnd limited or application limited. 

 Number of consecutive PTOs <= 2. 

 Connection is SACK enabled.  

Implementations MAY use one or two consecutive PTOs. 

If FlightSize > 1:  

    schedule PTO in max(2*SRTT, 10ms)  

Else if FlightSize == 1:  

    schedule PTO in max(2*SRTT, 1.5*SRTT+WCDelAckT) 

If RTO is earlier, schedule PTO in its place:  

PTO = min(RTO, PTO) 

In this thesis a value for PTO of max(2*SRTT, 200ms) has been used when FlightSize > 1 in order to not get 

a too low PTO value during smaller simulations with no previous estimated SRTT. A PTO value of 2*SRTT 
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allows a sender to wait long enough to know that an ACK is overdue. Under normal circumstances, i.e. no 

losses, an ACK typically arrives in one RTT. But choosing PTO to be exactly an RTT is likely to generate 

spurious probes given that even end- system timings can easily push an ACK to be above an RTT. We chose 

PTO to be the next integral value of RTT. If RTO is smaller than the computed value for PTO, then a probe 

is scheduled to be sent at the RTO time. The RTO timer is rearmed at the time of sending the probe in 

order to ensure that a PTO is always sent prior to a connection experiencing an RTO according to following 

pseudocode: 

If a new previously unsent segment exists:  

    Transmit new segment 

    FlightSize += SMSS //(cwnd remains unchanged) 

If no new segment exists:  

    Retransmit the last segment  

Increment statistics counter for loss probes  

If conditions for scheduling PTO are satisfied:  

    Reschedule next PTO 

Else: 

    Rearm RTO to fire at epoch 'now+RTO' 

The reason for retransmitting the last segment is so that the ACK will carry SACK blocks and trigger either 

SACK-based loss recovery or Forward acknowledgement (FACK) threshold based fast recovery [25][27].  

5.2.3 FACK threshold based recovery 

At the core of TLP is its reliance on Forward acknowledgement (FACK) threshold based algorithm to invoke 

Fast Recovery. A Conservative Selective Acknowledgment (SACK)-based Loss Recovery Algorithm for TCP 

describes an alternate algorithm for triggering fast retransmit, based on the extent of the SACK scoreboard 

[27]. Its goal is to trigger fast retransmit as soon as the receiver's reassembly queue is larger than the 

duplicate ACK threshold, as indicated by the difference between the forward most SACK block edge and 

SND.UNA. This algorithm quickly and reliably triggers fast retransmit in the presence of burst losses, often 

on the first SACK following such a loss. Such a threshold based algorithm also triggers fast retransmit 

immediately in the presence of any reordering with extent greater than the duplicate ACK threshold.  

FACK threshold based recovery works by introducing a new TCP state variable at the sender called 

SND.FACK. SND.FACK is updated when a SACK block is received acknowledging data with a higher 

sequence number than the current value of SND.FACK. SND.FACK reflects the highest sequence number 

known to have been received plus one. Note that in non-recovery states, SND.FACK is the same as 

SND.UNA. The following snippet is the pseudocode for FACK threshold based recovery. 

If (SND.FACK - SND.UNA) > duplicate ACK threshold: 

    Invoke Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery 
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5.2.4 Detecting recovered losses 

If the only loss was the last segment, there is the risk that the loss probe itself might repair the loss, 

effectively masking it from congestion control. To avoid interfering with mandatory congestion control it 

is imperative that TLP include a mechanism to detect when the probe might have masked a loss and to 

properly reduce cwnd [11]. An algorithm to examine subsequent ACKs to determine whether the original 

segment was lost is described here. Since it is observed that a significant fraction of the hosts that support 

SACK do not support duplicate selective acknowledgments the TLP algorithm for detecting such lost 

segments relies only on basic SACK [27][28].  

Consider a TLP retransmission "episode" where a sender retransmits N consecutive TLP packets, all for 

the same tail packet in a flight. Let us say that an episode ends when the sender receives an ACK above 

the SND.NXT at the time of the episode. We want to make sure that before the episode ends the sender 

receives N "TLP duplicate ACKs", indicating that all N TLP probe segments were unnecessary, so there was 

no loss/hole that needed plugging. If the sender gets less than N "TLP duplicate ACKs" before the end of 

the episode, then probably the first TLP packet to arrive at the receiver plugged a hole, and only the 

remaining TLP packets that arrived at the receiver generated duplicate ACKs. 

Note that delayed ACKs complicate the picture, since a delayed ACK will imply that the sender receives 

one fewer ACK than would normally be expected. To mitigate this complication, before sending a TLP loss 

probe retransmission, the sender should attempt to wait long enough that the receiver has sent any 

delayed ACKs that it is withholding. The TLP sender algorithm features such a delay. If there is ACK loss or 

a delayed ACK, then this algorithm is conservative, because the sender will reduce cwnd when in fact 

there was no packet loss. In practice this is acceptable and potentially even desirable since if there is 

reverse path congestion reducing cwnd is prudent.  

5.2.5 TLP Loss Detection: Algorithm Details 

Two new state variables are introduced. 

TLPRtxOut: The number of unacknowledged TLP retransmissions in current TLP episode. The connection 

maintains this integer counter that tracks the number of TLP retransmissions in the current episode for 

which we have not yet received a "TLP duplicate ACK". The sender initializes the TLPRtxOut field to 0. 

TLPHighRxt: The value of SND.NXT at the time of TLP retransmission. The TLP sender uses TLPHighRxt to 

record SND.NXT at the time it starts doing TLP transmissions during a given TLP episode. 

When a connection enters the ESTABLISHED state, or suffers a retransmission timeout, or enters fast 

recovery, it executes the following: 

TLPRtxOut = 0 

TLPHighRxt = 0 

Upon sending a TLP retransmission the following code is executed: 
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if (TLPRtxOut == 0)  

        TLPHighRxt = SND.NXT;  

TLPRtxOut++ 

Upon receiving an ACK it will be checked if the ACK is a “TLP duplicate ACK”. A TLP duplicate ACK is defined 

as a duplicate ACK that has all the regular properties of a duplicate ACK that can trigger fast retransmit, 

plus the ACK acknowledges TLPHighRxt, and the ACK carries no new SACK information (as noted earlier, 

TLP requires that the receiver supports SACK). This is the kind of ACK that is expected to be seen for a TLP 

transmission if there were no losses. More precisely, the TLP sender considers a TLP probe segment as 

acknowledged if all of the following conditions are met: 

 TLPRtxOut > 0 

 SEG.ACK == TLPHighRxt 

 The segment contains no SACK blocks for sequence ranges above TLPHighRxt 

 The ACK does not advance SND.UNA 

 The segment contains no data 

 The segment is not a window update 

If all those conditions are met for a received ACK, the sender executes the following: 

TLPRtxOut-- 

If an incoming ACK is after TLPHighRxt, then the sender deems the TLP episode over. At that time, the TLP 

sender executes the following: 

isLoss = (TLPRtxOut > 0) && (segment does not carry a DSACK for TLP 

retransmission)  

TLPRtxOut = 0 

if (isLoss)  

        EnterRecovery() 

In other words, if the sender detects an ACK for data beyond the TLP loss probe retransmission then (in 

the absence of reordering on the return path of ACKs) it should have received any ACKs that will indicate 

whether the original or any loss probe retransmissions were lost. An exception is the case when the 

segment carries a Duplicate SACK (DSACK) for the TLP retransmission. If the TLPRtxOut count is still non-

zero and thus indicates that some TLP probe segments remain unacknowledged, then the sender should 

presume that at least one segment was lost, so it should enter fast recovery using the proportional rate 

reduction algorithm [26]. In the simulations in this thesis only fast recovery has been used.  

Senders must only send a TLP loss probe retransmission if all the conditions from the TLP algorithm section 

hold and the following one: 

(TLPRtxOut == 0) || (SND.NXT == TLPHighRxt) 

This ensures that there is at most one sequence range with outstanding TLP retransmissions. The sender 

maintains this invariant so that there is at most one TLP retransmission "episode" happening at a time. 
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This allows the sender to use the algorithm described above in this section to determine when the episode 

is over and thus when it can infer whether any data segments were lost. Note that this condition only 

limits the number of outstanding TLP loss probes that are retransmissions. There may be an arbitrary 

number of outstanding unacknowledged TLP loss probes that consist of new, previously-unsent data. 

Standard retransmission timeout and fast recovery algorithms are sufficient to detect losses of such probe 

segments. 

5.3 Instant Recovery 
Theory for IR in this section is taken from [31] with some modifications. Please note that [31] is work in 

progress.  

Ordinary TCP loss recovery takes at least one round-trip time and as such can increase application-

perceived latency, especially for short flows such as Web transactions. TCP Instant Recovery (IR) is an 

experimental algorithm that allows a receiving end to recover lost packets without retransmissions, thus 

potentially saving at least one full round-trip time compared to standard TCP. IR achieves this by 

judiciously injecting encoded data segments within a TCP stream. IR requires changes at both the sender 

and the receiver. It also require new flags and options on the TCP segment.  

5.3.1 Algorithm specifications 

This section of the thesis contains algorithm specifications for IR.  

5.3.2 IR option 

Both the server and the client use a new option to perform the following:  

 Negotiate the use of IR, including the encoding type.  

 Distinguish encoded packets from regular packets.  

 Communicate the number of encoded bytes in an XOR packet.  

 Acknowledge the recovery of segments and congestion window reductions.  

 Indicate the loss of segments. 

An IR sender and receiver first negotiate the use of instant recovery in the initial handshake. If both hosts 

support the use of instant recovery, every packet in the connection includes an IR option. If any endpoint 

receives a packet (after negotiation succeeds) that does not carry the IR option, the connection MUST be 

reset. This is necessary because a receiver can no longer distinguish between regular and IR packets. 

During the initial handshake (for packets with the SYN flag set), the option contains the following fields: 

 Kind (8 bits): This MUST be set to the option number for IR to be determined by Assigned Numbers 

Authority (IANA) [33].  

 Length (8 bits): This MUST be set to the length of the TCP option in octets; its value MUST be 1.  

 Encoding Type (8 bits): This SHOULD be set to a value corresponding to a supported encoding 

type. 

For all other packets, the option contains the following fields: 
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 Kind (8 bits): This MUST be set to the option number for IR to be determined by IANA.  

 Length (8 bits): This MUST be set to the length of the TCP option in octets; its value MUST be 1, 

or 4 (if the "Range" field is appended).  

 Flags (8 bits): The field can carry the following flags (each represented by one bit):  

Bit Flag Name Description 
0 R_CWR Congestion Window Reduction Acknowledgement 
1 R_SUCCESS Recovery successful 
2 R_FAIL Recovery failed 
3 ENCODED Packet is encoded 
4-7  Unused 

The unused bits SHOULD NOT be set.  

 Range (24 bits, optional): This field is only used if either the ENCODED or R_FAIL bit in the "Flags" 

field is set. If the ENCODED bit is set, this field specifies the number of bytes encoded in the 

payload. If the R_FAIL bit is set, this field specifies the number of bytes considered lost. 

5.3.3 Encoding types 

The client can select the encoding type to be used by the IR module but both endpoints have to support 

it and agree on it during the initial handshake. Currently the following encoding types are supported and 

are therefore valid values in the "Encoding Type" field of the IR option during negotiation: 

Value Type Description 
0 Undefined  
1 Basic XOR IR packets carry the XOR of every MSS length segment. One IR packet 

encodes up to 16 MSS length segments. 
2 Interleaved XOR IR packets carry the XOR of every other MSS length segment. One IR 

packet encodes up to 8 MSS length segments. 
3-255 Undefined 

 
 

We selected these encoding types to demonstrate the flexibility of IR with respect to user preferences 

(like the acceptable amount of redundancy) and connection properties. Basic XOR can recover a single 

segment loss of up to MSS bytes in the encoding range. Interleaved XOR enables the recovery of two 

consecutive segments of up to MSS bytes. This makes Interleaved XOR suitable for connections observing 

burst losses, but can double the number of generated IR packets. In this thesis basic XOR is used for the 

simulator implementation.  

5.3.4 IR Sender 

The IR packet MUST use the same sequence number as the first byte it encodes. This prevents enforcing 

reliability for encoded packets as well as the overhead of specifying the index of the first encoded byte in 

a separate option field. In addition to that, the option in encoded packets MUST carry the "Range" field. 

The value in the "Range" field specifies the index of the byte after the last encoded byte in the payload 

relative to the sequence number of the encoded packet. 

The encoding and transmission routine works as follows: 
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1. Before a regular data packet is forwarded to the IP layer, a timer (IR timer) is armed (unless the 

timer is already armed). In our prototype implementation the timer is set to a value of  

RTT / 4.  

2. Once the timer fires, all transmitted segments not encoded before are now encoded according to 

the negotiated encoding type and the corresponding encoded packets are transmitted 

immediately. The maximum number of MSS length segments which can be encoded in a single IR 

packet depends on the negotiated encoding type. As a result, the number of encoded packets 

created in this step depends on the encoding type and the number of previously un-encoded 

segments. 

5.3.5 IR Receiver 

Receivers distinguish IR packets from regular packets by checking the ENCODED bit in the "Flags" field of 

the IR option. Encoded packets are forwarded to the IR reception routine (described below). If the packet 

does not carry the IR option it is discarded and IR is disabled for the remainder of the connection. To 

inform the sender that IR can no longer be used, the receiver sends an acknowledgement without the IR 

option. 

Additionally, the regular reception routine is modified as follows. The last 15 ACKed MSS length segments 

remain in the buffer, even if the application layer has already consumed these segments. Segments 

received out of order are already buffered by default and cannot be consumed by the application layer. 

Since a single IR packet encodes at most 8 (interleaved XOR) or 16 (basic XOR) MSS length segments, any 

single segment loss (up to MSS length) in the encoding range can be recovered by the decoder. 

The reception routine for IR packets works as follows: 

1. The encoding range of the IR packet is extracted. As mentioned earlier, the sequence number of 

the packet specifies the sequence number of the first encoded byte. The sequence number plus 

the value stored in the "Range" field in the IR option minus 1 specifies the sequence number of 

the last encoded byte.  

2. If all bytes in the encoding range were already received, skip to Step 5.  

3. If lost segments in the encoding range can be recovered (in the case of XOR encoding, a loss of at 

most one MSS length segment in the encoding range can be handled):  

a) The lost segments are reconstructed. The matching packet headers are appended to the 

reconstructed segments and the packets are forwarded to the regular reception routine.  

b) The R_SUCCESS bit in the "Flags" field of the IR option is set for all future packets. This includes 

the (potentially delayed) acknowledgement for the recovered segment.  

4. If none of the segments in the encoding range are recoverable:  

a) The sequence number of the last byte lost is extracted. The offset between the sequence 

number of the next expected byte (RCV.NXT) and the last byte lost defines the loss range.  

b) An acknowledgement is generated with the following requirements for the IR option.  

+ The R_FAIL bit in the "Flags" field is set.  

+ The option carries the "Range" field. The "Range" field encodes the loss range, as described 

above. The context is maintained, since the acknowledgement number will be set to RCV.NXT.  
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5. The IR packet is discarded. 

5.3.6 Processing Acknowledgements 

If a receiver instantly recovers losses we want to ensure the sender learns of it so as to not circumvent 

congestion control. The R_SUCCESS bit in the "Flags" field of the IR option informs the sender that the 

receiver successfully recovered a lost packet. Once the sender observes the R_SUCCESS bit in a packet the 

following steps are executed: 

1. The sender reduces its congestion window.  

2. The sender sets the R_CWR bit in the "Flags" field of the IR option in the next outgoing packet 

only.  

3. The sender does not act on any future observations of the R_SUCCESS bit being set until SND.UNA 

advances past the SND.NXT value observed at the time when Step 2 was executed. This ensures 

the congestion window is not reduced multiple times in the same loss episode.  

4. Once the receiver observes the R_CWR bit being set in any incoming packet, the R_SUCCESS bit is 

reset for all future packets. 

A failed recovery on the receiver side triggers an explicit acknowledgment sent to the sender to inform it 

about the segments that are considered lost. This is indicated by the R_FAIL bit being set in the "Flags" 

field of the IR option. If the sender observes this bit being set, the following steps are executed: 

1. The sender extracts the loss range from the "Range" field in the IR option. The sequence numbers 

of the first and last byte lost are defined by the acknowledgement number of the packet, and the 

acknowledgement number plus the loss range value.  

2. The sender marks the appropriate byte range as lost and triggers Fast Retransmit and fast 

Recovery. 

5.3.7 Interaction with middleboxes 

An important design goal of IR is compatibility with middleboxes and support for graceful fallback to 

standard TCP behavior in situations where middlebox interference prevents proper use of TCP- IR. Even if 

hosts negotiate IR during the initial handshake, it is possible for a middlebox to strip the option from a 

later packet. To be robust to this, if either host receives a packet without the option, it MUST discard the 

packet and reset the connection. This is necessary since receivers are no longer able to distinguish IR 

packets from regular packets. IR uses relative sequence numbers to convey metadata (such as the 

encoding range) between endpoints. This prevents issues in the cases of middleboxes performing 

sequence number translations. Some problems caused by middlebox interference are: 

 Rewriting of the acknowledgement number if the acknowledged segment was not observed by 

the middlebox. With IR this can occur after recovering a lost segment. This issue can be 

circumvented by retransmitting the recovered segment, even though it is not needed by the other 

endpoint anymore. This plugs the "sequence hole" in the state of the middlebox.  

 Rewriting payloads of previously seen segments.  

 Concatenation and segmentation.   
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6 Methodology 
This section presents the simulation methodology used in this thesis.  

6.1 Simulations 
An Ericsson internal state of the art java based event driven LTE simulator has been used for all the 

simulations in this thesis [32]. The simulator models the entire LTE protocol stack including the transport 

protocols such as TCP and UDP, as well as application layer models such as Web, FTP and streaming video. 

The TCP stack in the simulator used in this thesis matches the Linux TCP stack fairly well. Some minor 

differences in the loss recovery between the Ericsson simulator and Linux TCP stack might exist. A 

simulation is an effective way to predict behavior in systems. In general, a simulator does not give exactly 

the same output as the real system it simulate even though it aims to be as close to reality as possible. 

This should always be kept in mind when looking at simulation results and comparing to reality. Simulation 

results are best compared to other simulations run in the same simulator. There is potential for 

undiscovered bugs in simulator implementations that affect the outcome of simulations which also should 

be kept in mind when evaluating results.  

Each TCP enhancement investigated in this thesis has been implemented in the simulator. The 

enhancements are tested in different scenarios in order to see if they give different results compared to 

if the same scenario is simulated without the specific enhancement. The simulations of standard TCP 

without any enhancements enabled are called the baseline. Results from the simulations have been 

processed and visualized with MATLAB R2011b.   

In this thesis intensity is a measure of how many clients are added to a simulation at average per second.

  

6.2 Congestion Window Validation 

6.2.1 Rate-limited FTP 

Simulations for rate-limited scenarios are done for File Transfer Protocol (FTP) download of objects every 

0.5 second after previous object has been received. The object size is varied between 200 kilobyte (kB) 

and 300 kB (only one object size per simulation). The simulations are 60 seconds long with a bandwidth 

of 10 megabit per second (Mbps). At the interval 20-40 seconds of each of these simulations the 

bandwidth is decreased in order to simulate a rate-limited period. The interesting part of the rate-limited 

period is to see if RTO occur and the throughput thereby is affected. The bandwidth of the rate-limited 

interval is varied between 0.5 Mbps to 3.0 Mbps in order to cause the sender to potentially push too much 

data with a high cwnd and RTO. This is an artificial scenario tailored to test the CWV algorithm. The rate-

limited simulations are done with one single client requesting objects from one server. AQM is enabled 

for the simulations and they are carried out with both head drop and tail drop AQM. The simulations are 

also carried out with both TCP Reno and TCP CUBIC. 

The FTP rate-limited simulations are done because CWV is seeking to address issues during rate-limited 

intervals. In this thesis we consider a low amount of retransmission timeouts as a good result. The cwnd 

behavior is also taken into consideration, whether cwnd grows far beyond what can be verified, if the 
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cwnd needs to be frequently restarted from IW and if it remains in a realistic estimation of available 

capacity. An even throughput during the rate-limited interval is also considered as a good result.  

Simulation length 60 seconds 

Maximum segment size 1460 bytes 

FTP clients 1 

Network delay 0.01 seconds 

Maximum congestion window 2097152 bytes 

Loss probability 0.00 % 
Table 6.1: Summary of simulation parameters for rate-limited 
FTP simulations with CWV. 

 

Object size (kB) Rate-limited Bandwidth (Mbps) CWV 

200, 300 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 Enabled, disabled 
Table 6.2: Simulation variables for rate-limited FTP simulations with CWV. 

6.2.2 Video streaming 

Simulations of the same video streaming scenario are done with CWV enabled and CWV disabled. The 

reset timer (time to wait after empty buffer before resetting transmission scheduling) for the baseline has 

been varied between 1 and 20 seconds. Each simulation is done with three different seeds. Head drop 

AQM is enabled for the simulations. The simulations have all been carried out with TCP CUBIC congestion 

control. A background FTP load of 5 Mbps per cell is added in order to make the scenario more realistic 

and not fall into a synchronized state of video streams. The length of the video streamed for each user is 

40 seconds and the video buffer bundle is varied between 2 and 5 seconds per bundle. The simulation 

starts out with one user and increase with an intensity of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 users/second distributed as a 

poisson arrival process. See Table 6.3 for a summary of the simulations scenarios and Table 6.4 for a 

summary of simulation parameters. Table 6.5 contains a summary of the LTE simulator parameters used 

during the video streaming simulations. The three main variables simulated are video streaming with 

CWV, video streaming with 1 second reset timer and video streaming with 20 seconds reset timer. 

 

CWV enabled Reset timer User intensity 

No 20 seconds 0.5 

No 20 seconds 1.0 

No 20 seconds 1.5 

No 1 second 0.5 

No 1 second 1.0 

No 1 second 1.5 

Yes 300 second 0.5 

Yes 300 second 1.0 

Yes 300 second 1.5 
Table 6.3: Scenarios for video streaming simulations. Each 
scenario has been run with 3 different seeds. Each seed has 
been run with video buffered in 2 and 5 second bundles. 

Simulation length 120 seconds 

Video duration 40 seconds 

Initial users 1 

Maximum segment size 1460 bytes 

Link delay 0.02 seconds 

Maximum congestion 
window 

2097152 bytes 

Loss probability 0.00 % 

Congestion control TCP CUBIC 
Table 6.4: Summary of simulation parameters for video 
streaming simulations. 
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The video streaming simulations represent large scale scenarios involving many users. Their purpose is to 

test CWV on a large scale and in a realistic scenario compared to the baseline. The first criteria for what is 

considered a good result in the video stream simulations in this thesis is as low rebuffering time for the 

users as possible. Another criterion for a good result is a low amount of retransmission timeouts. For the 

end users the duration of rebuffering time is the notable difference. The number of retransmission 

timeouts can potentially lead to more rebuffering time. If the amount of rebuffering time is not changed; 

the end users will not be notably affected by the number of retransmission timeouts. The cwnd behavior 

is also taken into consideration.  

Variables Value 

Cellular layout  9 cells (3 sites); 3GPP case 1 settings 

System setup 5MHz bandwidth, 2GHz carrier frequency, eNB 
transmission power 20W, and SIMO transmission 
mode 

Channel  Typical Urban 

Propagation model Okumura-Hata model 

Scheduler DL scheduler: proportional fair (no minimum rate);  

Transport network Infinite bandwidth, 20ms one way delay 

User generation Poission arrival based user generation 

Mobility UE moves straightly at a random selected 
direction, at a speed 3km/h, ideal handover model 
(no user plane interruption, no handover signaling) 

Traffic scenario FTP: fixed number of FTP users corresponding to 
an average of 2 Mbps load per cell 
HTTP streaming: video bit rate range include 300, 
400,500,800,1000,1400,2000kbps; codec: H.264; 
resolution: HVGA; client buffer size: 12s; video 
session duration: 30s; varied video load 

Table 6.5: Summary of LTE simulator settings for CWV video stream simulations. 

6.3 Tail Loss Probe 

6.3.1 Frequent FTP downloads of small objects 

Simulations of the same frequent FTP downloads of small objects scenario are done with TLP enabled and 

disabled. Head drop AQM is enabled for the simulations. The simulations have been carried out with TCP 

CUBIC congestion control. The scenario includes one user in a LTE network. The user is frequently 

downloading small objects varying from 10 kB to 100 kB. Each new object download is started 1.0 second 

after previous object has been received. The user is also downloading a big object through FTP 

simultaneously as the download of small objects. The size of this object is so big that the download will 

not complete during a simulation. The background FTP download is added in order to increase the 

probability for tail loss for the small object downloads. The network delay is varied between 0.00 seconds 

and 0.13 seconds. The bandwidth for the user is varied between 1 Mbps and 10 Mbps. See Table 6.6 for 

a summary of the simulation variables. Combinations of all variables have been carried out.  
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Network delay (Seconds) Object size (kB) Bandwidth (Mbps) TLP 

0.00, 0.02, 0.08, 0.13 10, 14.6, 18, 20, 50, 100 1, 5, 10 Enabled, disabled 
Table 6.6: Simulation variables frequent FTP downloads of small objects. 

The frequent FTP downloads of small objects are done because TLP is seeking to address the issue of 

retransmission timeouts caused by loss of segments at the tail of transactions. Tail losses have a bigger 

impact on traffic with many small objects sent compared to traffic with big objects. In these simulations 

we look at the performance for the client downloading small objects. In this thesis we consider a low 

amount of retransmission timeouts, high average object bitrate and low quota of TLP retransmissions as 

a good result. 

6.3.2 Instant messaging and web page refresh 

Simulations of the same instant messaging and web page refresh scenario are done with TLP enabled and 

disabled. The simulation duration is 60 seconds. Head drop AQM is enabled for the simulations. The 

simulations have been carried out with TCP CUBIC congestion control. The instant messaging and web 

page refresh simulations have been carried out in both a smaller scenario with one user with two types 

of traffic and a bigger scenario with increasing number of users in a LTE network. The smaller scenario has 

one user using instant messaging or doing repeated web page refresh and simultaneously downloading a 

big object through FTP. The background FTP download is added in order to increase the probability for 

tail loss for the instant messaging or web page refresh client. The size of this object is so big that the 

download will not complete during a simulation. The background download also serve the purpose to 

make the simulations more realistic and not fall into a synchronized state of instant messaging or web 

page refresh. The bigger LTE scenario starts out with one single user for instant messaging or web page 

and a background FTP download. The number of users has been increased with an intensity varying 

between 0.9 and 4.5 users/second distributed as a poisson arrival process. See Table 6.7 for a summary 

of the simulation variables. Combinations of all variables have been carried out.  Table 6.8 contains a 

summary of the LTE simulator parameters used during the instant messaging and web page refresh 

simulations with increasing amount of clients.  

Network delay (Seconds) Intensity (users per second) TCP enhancement 

0.00, 0.02, 0.08, 0.13 0.9, 1.8, 2.7, 3.6, 4.5 Enabled, disabled 
Table 6.7: Simulation variables instant messaging and web page refresh. TCP enhancement means 
either TLP or IR depending on which simulation is run. 

 

Simulations of instant messaging (IM) and web page refresh (WPR) are done because TLP is seeking to 

address the issue of retransmission timeouts caused by loss of segments at the tail of transactions. Tail 

losses have a bigger impact on short transactions with many small objects sent compared to longer 

transactions with big objects. In these simulations we look at the performance for the instant messaging 

and web page refresh clients. In this thesis we consider a low amount of retransmission timeouts, high 

average object bitrate and low quota of TLP retransmissions as a good result. We also look at CDF plots 

for the users with the worst performance for object delay time in the LTE simulations. 
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Variables Value 

Cellular layout  9 cells (3 sites); 3GPP case 1 settings 

System setup 5MHz bandwidth, 2GHz carrier frequency, eNB 
transmission power 20W, and SIMO transmission 
mode 

Channel  Typical Urban 

Propagation model Okumura-Hata model 

Scheduler DL scheduler: proportional fair (no minimum rate);  

Transport network Infinite bandwidth, one way delay variable 

User generation Poission arrival based user generation 

Mobility UE moves straightly at a random selected 
direction, at a speed 3km/h, ideal handover model 
(no user plane interruption, no handover 
signaling) 

Traffic scenario FTP: increasing number of FTP users 
corresponding to intensity 
Instant messaging: Packet size and inter-arrival 
time part based on MSN messenger 
Web page refresh: Packet size and inter-arrival 
time part based on newspaper Aftonbladet 

Table 6.8: Summary of LTE simulator settings for instant messaging and web page refresh 
simulations with increasing number of clients. 

 

6.4 Instant Recovery 

6.4.1 Instant messaging and web page refresh 

The same simulation scenario and parameters as the TLP instant messaging and web page refresh 

simulation has been used (see Table 6.7 and Table 6.8 for simulation variables and settings). 

Simulations of instant messaging (IM) and web page refresh (WPR) are done because IR is seeking to 

decrease application latency caused by loss recovery. Loss recovery through retransmission has a bigger 

impact on traffic with many small objects sent compared to long transactions with big objects. A 

retransmission in a small object transmission might take longer than the whole transmission if it was not 

experiencing packet loss. In these simulations we look at the performance for the instant messaging and 

web page refresh clients. In this thesis we consider a low amount of retransmission timeouts, high average 

object bitrate and low quota of encoded XOR segments as a good result. We also look at CDF plots for the 

users with the worst performance for object delay time.  
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7 Results 
This section of the thesis presents the results from the simulations. Graphs and statistics from selected 

simulations will be presented and the overall results of each set of simulations will be discussed. 

Simulations of standard TCP without any enhancements enabled are called the baseline. 

7.1 Congestion Window Validation 
This section of the thesis presents the results from the simulations with CWV. 

7.1.1 Rate-limited FTP 

Table 7.1 presents results from the rate-limited FTP simulations.  

Congestion control AQM Number of RTO CWV Number of RTO baseline 

TCP Reno Head drop 5 7 

TCP Reno Tail drop 0 0 

TCP CUBIC Head drop 8 8 

TCP CUBIC Tail drop 0 0 
Table 7.1: Results of rate-limited FTP simulations with TCP Reno. 

 

Figure 7.1: X axis represents time in seconds. Rate-limited FTP transfer. Rate-limited interval is 1.5 Mbps. TCP Reno with head 
drop AQM is used but no CWV. 200 kB objects are sent every 0.5 second after previous object has been received. RTO occurs 
after 23.1 seconds. 

Figure 7.1 shows the result from a rate-limited FTP simulation with TCP Reno, head drop AQM and CWV 

disabled. Figure 7.2 shows the result from the same simulation but with CWV enabled. 200 kB objects are 

sent in both simulations. During the first 20 seconds in the CWV enabled simulation cwnd grows to 493480 
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bytes and stays there while the simulation without CWV grows cwnd up to its maximum size of 2097152 

bytes. The rate-limited interval at 20-40 seconds has a bandwidth of 1.5 Mbps. With CWV there is no RTO 

while the baseline without CWV experiences a RTO after 23.1 seconds in the rate-limited interval. Since 

the cwnd is at maximum size for the baseline when entering the rate-limited interval it is not reduced 

quickly enough when fast retransmission occurs and too much data is pushed out during the rate-limited 

interval which leads to the RTO. CWV on the other hand keeps cwnd low enough to be sufficiently reduced 

when the rate-limited interval occurs to avoid pushing out too much data and avoid RTO. Throughput at 

the time of the RTO is lower for TCP Reno without CWV compared to CWV (see Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2). 

CWV has a more even throughput during the rate-limited interval. The baselines experience a drop in 

throughput at the time of the RTO. Through the simulation the CWV simulation client receives 3% more 

data compared to the client without CWV thanks to avoiding the RTO.  

 

Figure 7.2: X axis represents time in seconds. Rate-limited FTP transfer. Rate-limited interval is 1.5 Mbps. TCP Reno with head 
drop AQM is used and CWV is enabled. 200 kB are objects sent every 0.5 second after previous object has been received. No 
RTO occurs.  

The simulations with TCP Reno with tail drop AQM shows no difference between CWV and no CWV except 

the value of cwnd. CWV keeps a smaller cwnd while TCP Reno pushes the cwnd value to the max value. 

No retransmissions occur because not enough data is queued in the buffer in order to cause it to drop 

packets. The throughput and one way delay is identical in the simulations.  

All simulations with TCP CUBIC with head drop AQM turned out identical between CWV and TCP CUBIC 

without CWV. In the simulations TCP CUBIC with CWV disabled never increase cwnd more than TCP CUBIC 

with CWV. The reason for this is that CWV always stayed in the validated phase which means it behaves 
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exactly as TCP CUBIC without CWV enabled. There are no simulations where only CWV or TCP CUBIC 

without CWV would RTO alone. RTO always occurs at same times for both or does not occur at all. 

Simulations of TCP CUBIC with tail drop AQM produce similar results with CWV enabled and disabled. 

Unlike Reno, Cubic has a modified slow start algorithm that exits when an increase in delays in the ACKs 

is detected, this means that while Reno is in slow start until the first packet loss, Cubic exits slow start and 

enters congestion avoidance already after around the 1st second. This makes cwnd grow considerably 

slower during the 1st 20s when Cubic is used. The only difference is that cwnd end up with a higher value 

at the end of the simulations for the simulations with CWV disabled. This is displayed in the simulations 

presented in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4. Figure 7.4 present a simulation with TCP CUBIC congestion control, 

tail drop AQM, 300 kB objects and CWV. The rate-limited interval in the simulation is 2 Mbps. Figure 7.3 

presents the same simulation but with CWV disabled. No retransmissions occur because not enough data 

is queued in the buffer in order to cause it to drop packets. 

 

Figure 7.3: X axis represents time in seconds. Rate-limited FTP transfer. Rate-limited interval is 2.0 Mbps. TCP CUBIC with tail 
drop AQM is used and CWV is disabled. 300 kB objects are sent every 0.5 second after previous object has been received. No 
RTO occurs. 
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Figure 7.4: X axis represents time in seconds. Rate-limited FTP transfer. Rate-limited interval is 2.0 Mbps. TCP CUBIC with tail 
drop AQM and CWV is enabled. 300 kB objects are sent every 0.5 second after previous object has been received. No RTO 
occurs. 

7.1.2 Video streaming 

Table 7.2, Table 7.3 and Table 7.4 present the results of video streaming simulations with 5 second 

bundles. The tables include the result summarized for all users in the simulation. See chapter 6.2.2 for the 

full simulation setup. The simulations without CWV and a reset timer of 1 get the smallest total amount 

of RTO. The only rebuffering time that occurs is at the simulations with user intensity 1.5. Simulations with 

CWV get a total of 6.16 seconds of rebuffering time among all the users while simulations with reset timer 

of 1 second and reset timer of 20 seconds get 9.24 seconds of rebuffering time. For the end users who are 

downloading the video stream the experienced difference between CWV, reset timer of 1 and reset timer 

of 20 is minor.  

User intensity (Users per second) Rebuffering time (Seconds) Number of RTO 

0.5 0 9 

1.0 0 118 

1.5 9.24 581 
Table 7.2: Results of video streaming simulations with CWV disabled, 5 second bundles and reset timer 
of 1 second. The results include summarized data from all users for 3 simulations with different seeds. 
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User intensity (Users per second) Rebuffering time (Seconds) Number of RTO 

0.5 0 18 

1.0 0 153 

1.5 9.24 601 
Table 7.3: Results of video streaming simulations with CWV disabled, 5 second bundles and reset timer 
of 20 seconds. The results include summarized data from all users for 3 simulations with different seeds. 

 

User intensity (Users per second) Rebuffering time (Seconds) Number of RTO 

0.5 0 17 

1.0 0 152 

1.5 6.16 579 
Table 7.4: Results of video streaming simulations with CWV enabled and 5 second bundles.  The results 
include summarized data from all users for 3 simulations with different seeds. 

 

Figure 7.5 presents the result from a video stream simulation for one of the clients. The simulation use 5 

second bundles to buffer the video, reset timer of 1 second and has CWV disabled. Figure 7.6 presents 

the result from the CWV enabled simulation for the same user with 5 second bundles. In the simulation 

with CWV cwnd is at average larger compared to the simulation without CWV since the simulation without 

CWV has to start the cwnd all over each time a new bundle is to be sent. The client with CWV starts 

downloading each bundle with a cwnd that represents the current estimate of the available capacity while 

the client without CWV starts cwnd from IW with slow start at each bundle.  

 

Figure 7.5: X axis represents time in seconds. Video stream simulation with reset timer of 1, video buffered in 5 second bundles 
and user intensity 1.5. No CWV. Figure shows cwnd and buffer level for one user in the simulation. 
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Figure 7.6: X axis represents time in seconds. Video stream simulation with CWV, video buffered in 5 second bundles and user 
intensity 1.5. Figure shows cwnd and buffer level for one user in the simulation. 

Table 7.5, Table 7.6 and Table 7.7 shows the results of video streaming simulations with 2 second bundles. 

The tables include the result summarized for all users in the simulation. The simulations with user intensity 

0.5 and 1.0 give no rebuffering time for either of the simulations and small difference in number of RTO. 

The simulations without CWV and a reset timer of 1 get the smallest total amount of RTO. The only 

rebuffering time that occurs is at the simulations with user intensity 1.5 where the simulations with CWV 

get the highest amount of rebuffering time. The quicker startup because of the higher cwnd for download 

between each bundle has not helped in this case but instead used up some capacity by having more 

segments in flight quicker resulting in slightly higher rebuffering time for a few clients. For the end users 

who are downloading the video stream the experienced difference between CWV, reset timer of 1 and 

reset timer of 20 is minor seen over all the simulations. 

User intensity (Users per second) Rebuffering time (Seconds) Number of RTO 

0.5 0 74 

1.0 0 537 

1.5 10.4 1122 
Table 7.5: Results of video streaming simulations with CWV disabled, 2 second bundles and reset timer 
of 1 second. The results include summarized data from all users for 3 simulations with different seeds. 

 

User intensity (Users per second) Rebuffering time (Seconds) Number of RTO 

0.5 0 83 

1.0 0 497 

1.5 14.9 1162 
Table 7.6: Results of video streaming simulations with CWV disabled, 2 second bundles and reset timer of 
20 seconds. The results include summarized data from all users for 3 simulations with different seeds. 
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User intensity (Users per second) Rebuffering time (Seconds) Number of RTO 

0.5 0 92 

1.0 0 513 

1.5 17.1 1176 
Table 7.7: Results of video streaming simulations with CWV enabled and 2 second bundles.  The results 
include summarized data from all users for 3 simulations with different seeds. 

 

7.2 Tail Loss Probe 
This section of the thesis presents the results from the simulations with TLP. The RTO difference 

represents how many more retransmission timeouts occur for a set of simulations with TLP disabled 

compared to the same set of simulations with TLP enabled. The RTO difference for one set of simulations 

is calculated as: 

(Total amount of RTOs TLP disabled – total amount of RTOs TLP enabled) 

/ RTOs TLP disabled 

The average object bitrate is the average of all samples of average object bitrates calculated in a set of 

simulations. A positive value indicates a higher average object bitrate for TLP enabled while a negative 

value indicates a lower average object bitrate for TLP enabled compared to TLP disabled. The average 

object bitrate difference for one simulation is calculated as: 

(average bitrate TLP enabled – average bitrate TLP disabled) / average 

bitrate TLP enabled 

TLP segments represent the average quota of all segments that has been transmitted because of PTO in a 

set of simulations. Note that TLP segments calculation is only relevant and done for the simulations with 

TLP enabled. The quota for one simulation is calculated as: 

probe segments / total amount of segments 

7.2.1 Frequent FTP downloads of small objects 

Table 7.8, Table 7.9 and Table 7.10 presents the result from the set of simulations of frequent FTP 

downloads of small objects with a bandwidth of 1 Mbps, 5Mbps and 10Mbps respectively. The amount of 

retransmission timeouts has been decreased and the average object bitrate has been increased by the 

TLP algorithm compared to the baseline. TLP prevents waiting for a number of retransmission timeouts 

through the probe segments either repairing the loss on their own or triggering fast retransmit.  

RTO difference Average object bitrate difference TLP segments 

52.9% 19.7% 0.49% 
Table 7.8: Results from the set of simulations with frequent FTP downloads of small objects with 
bandwidth 1 Mbps. The set includes simulations with network delay values 0.00, 0.02, 0.08, 0.13 
seconds and object sizes 10, 14.6, 18, 20, 50, 100 kB. 
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RTO difference Average object bitrate difference TLP segments 

69.8% 8.53% 0.22% 
Table 7.9: Results from the set of simulations with frequent FTP downloads of small objects with 
bandwidth 5 Mbps. The set includes simulations with network delay values 0.00, 0.02, 0.08, 0.13 
seconds and object sizes 10, 14.6, 18, 20, 50, 100 kB. 

 

RTO difference Average object bitrate difference TLP segments 

58.9% 9.28% 0.16% 
Table 7.10: Results from the set of simulations with frequent FTP downloads of small objects 
with bandwidth 10 Mbps. The set includes simulations with network delay values 0.00, 0.02, 
0.08, 0.13 seconds and object sizes 10, 14.6, 18, 20, 50, 100 kB. 

 

7.2.2 Instant messaging and web page refresh 

Table 7.11 presents the result from the set of simulations of instant messaging with one client using an 

instant messaging service and one continuous FTP background download from a second user. Data 

presented is the result for the instant messaging client. Table 7.12 presents the result from the set of 

simulations of web page refresh with one client repeatedly sending web page refresh requests and one 

continuous FTP background download from a second user. Data presented is the result for the web page 

refresh client.  

RTO difference Average object bitrate difference TLP segments 

50.0% 17.3% 14.4% 
Table 7.11: Results from the set of simulations with one single instant messaging client and one 
background FTP download. The set includes simulations with network delay values 0.00, 0.02, 
0.08, 0.13 seconds and bandwidth 1, 5 and 10 Mbps shared between the instant messaging client 
and background FTP download. 

 

RTO difference Average object bitrate difference TLP segments 

55.6% 6.25% 0.26% 
Table 7.12: Results from the set of simulations with one single web page refresh client and one 
background FTP download. The set includes simulations with network delay values 0.00, 0.02, 
0.08, 0.13 seconds and bandwidth 1, 5 and 10 Mbps shared between the web page refresh client 
and background FTP download. 

 

Table 7.13 presents the result from the set of LTE simulations of instant messaging with an increasing 

amount of clients using instant messaging service and continuous FTP background downloads. The result 

presented is the result for the instant messaging clients. Table 7.14 presents the result from the set of 

simulations of web page refreshes with increasing number of clients repeatedly sending web page refresh 

requests and increasing amount of continuous FTP background downloads. Data presented is the result 

for the web page refresh clients. 
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Network delay RTO difference Average object bitrate 
difference 

TLP segments 

All 25.9% 3.50% 3.89% 

0.00 27.7% 7.41% 4.27% 

0.02 32.6% 2.08% 4.23% 

0.08 26.9% 1.88% 3.48% 

0.13 8.11% 2.62% 3.59% 
Table 7.13: Results from the set of LTE TLP simulations with increasing amount of instant messaging clients and FTP 
background downloads. The set includes simulations with network delay values 0.00, 0.02, 0.08, 0.13 seconds and intensities 
0.9, 1.8, 2.7, 3.6, 4.5. 

Network delay RTO difference Average object bitrate 
difference 

TLP segments 

All 34.6% 5.54% 0.49% 

0.00 32.8% 4.83% 0.50% 

0.02 34.9% 6.33% 0.51% 

0.08 29.2% 6.17% 0.46% 

0.13 41.9% 4.84% 0.48% 
Table 7.14: Results from the set of LTE TLP simulations with increasing amount of web page refresh clients and FTP 
background downloads. The set includes simulations with network delay values 0.00, 0.02, 0.08, 0.13 seconds and intensities 
0.9, 1.8, 2.7, 3.6, 4.5. 

Throughout all the instant messaging and web page refresh simulations the amount of retransmission 

timeouts has been decreased and the average object bitrate has been increased by the TLP algorithm. TLP 

prevents waiting for a number of retransmission timeouts through the probe segments either repairing 

the loss on their own or triggering fast retransmit. TLP does not eliminate all retransmission timeouts 

though.  

The CDF plot in Figure 7.7 shows the delay time for TLP compared to the baseline. The clients with worst 

performance experience a significant improvement with TLP over the baseline. The CDF plot in Figure 7.8 

presents a shorter delay time for TLP compared to the baseline for the 90th percentile. Waiting for 

retransmission timeout in a small transfer might take longer than the whole transmission itself if it would 

have been successful without loss. Here TLP has helped the users with the worst performance through 

retransmitting lost segments and triggering fast retransmit rather than wait for RTO. Note that it is the 

mean value that has been improved upon. Take for example a chat session where 20 objects are 

transmitted and tail loss occur on one only one of the objects. Here TLP will only increase the performance 

for the object which experience loss and not affect the objects which arrive without loss, this performance 

increase is however smeared out in the averaging process.   
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Figure 7.7: CDF plot of delay time for 90th percentile of 
instant messaging clients. The plot present the delay time 
for the LTE TLP simulations with intensity 0.9 users/second 
and network delay value 0.02 seconds. 

 
Figure 7.8: CDF plot of delay time for 90th percentile of web 
page refresh clients. The plot present the delay time for the 
LTE TLP simulations with intensity 4.5 users/second and 
network delay value 0.08 seconds. 

 

7.3 Instant Recovery 
This section of the thesis presents the results from the simulations with IR. The RTO difference represents 

how many more retransmission timeouts occur for a set of simulations with IR disabled compared to the 

same set of simulations with IR enabled. The RTO difference for one set of simulations is calculated as: 

(Total amount of RTOs IR disabled – total amount of RTOs IR enabled) / 

RTOs IR disabled 

The average object bitrate is the average of all samples of average object bitrates calculated in a set of 

simulations. A positive value indicates a higher average object bitrate for IR enabled while a negative value 

indicates a lower average object bitrate for IR enabled compared to IR disabled. The average object bitrate 

difference for one simulation is calculated as: 

(average bitrate IR enabled – average bitrate IR disabled) / average 

bitrate IR enabled 

Encoded segments represent the quota of sent segments that are XOR encoded segments sent by the IR 

algorithm. Note that encoded segments calculation is only relevant and done for the simulations with IR 

enabled. The quota for one simulation is calculated as: 

Encoded segments / total amount of segments 

7.3.1 Instant messaging and web page refresh 

Table 7.15 presents the result from the set of LTE simulations of instant messaging with an increasing 

amount of clients using instant messaging service and continuous FTP background downloads. The result 

presented is the result for the instant messaging clients. Table 7.16 presents the result from the set of 

simulations of web page refreshes with increasing number of clients repeatedly sending web page refresh 

requests and increasing amount of continuous FTP background downloads. Data presented is the result 
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for the web page refresh clients. In both the instant messaging and web page refresh simulations the 

number of retransmission timeouts has been decreased because of the recovery provided by the IR 

algorithm. As a result of this the average object bitrate has been increased.  

Network delay RTO difference Average object bitrate 
difference 

Encoded segments 

All 32.3% 18.1% 8.61% 

0.00 27.0% 45.0% 8.55% 

0.02 34.3% 21.3% 8.57% 

0.08 41.2% 4.67% 8.63% 

0.13 26.3% 1.44% 8.71% 
Table 7.15: Results from the set of LTE IR simulations with increasing amount of instant messaging clients and FTP 
background downloads. The set includes simulations with network delay values 0.00, 0.02, 0.08, 0.13 seconds and intensities 
0.9, 1.8, 2.7, 3.6, 4.5. 

Network delay RTO difference Average object bitrate 
difference 

Encoded segments 

All 16.7% 25.0% 9.03% 

0.00 23.1% 43.7% 8.96% 

0.02 13.4% 29.8% 8.99% 

0.08 16.9% 16.2% 9.05% 

0.13 12.0% 10.4% 9.12% 
Table 7.16: Results from the set of LTE IR simulations with increasing amount of web page refresh clients and FTP 
background downloads. The set includes simulations with network delay values 0.00, 0.02, 0.08, 0.13 seconds and intensities 
0.9, 1.8, 2.7, 3.6, 4.5. 

The CDF plots in Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10 presents a shorter delay time for IR compared to the baseline 

for the 90th percentile. Waiting for retransmission timeout in a small transfer might take longer than the 

whole transmission itself if it would have been successful without loss. Here IR has helped the users with 

the worst performance through reconstructing lost segments from encoded segments. 

 
Figure 7.9: CDF plot of delay time for 90th percentile of 
instant messaging clients. The plot present the delay time 
for the LTE IR simulations with intensity 0.9 users/second 
and network delay value 0.02 seconds. 

 
Figure 7.10: CDF plot of delay time for 90th percentile of web 
page refresh clients. The plot present the delay time for the 
LTE IR simulations with intensity 0.9 users/second and 
network delay value 0.02 seconds. 
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The CDF plot in Figure 7.11 shows a shorter object delay time for IR compared to the baseline from the 

91st percentile. The simulation behind the CDF plot has a user intensity of 3.6 users/second. The clients 

under the 91st percentile have experienced longer object delay times. The CDF plot in Figure 7.12 shows 

a small gain for IR over the baseline from the 97th percentile. The simulation behind the CDF plot has a 

user intensity of 3.6 users/second. The overhead of encoded segments has led to further congestion in 

the network compared to the baseline which decreases the IR algorithms performance in comparison to 

the baseline for the majority of the clients in Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12.  

 
Figure 7.11: CDF plot of delay time for 90th percentile of 
instant messaging clients. The plot present the delay time 
for the LTE IR simulations with intensity 3.6 users/second 
and network delay value 0.08 seconds. 

 
Figure 7.12: CDF plot of delay time for 90th percentile of web 
page refresh clients. The plot present the delay time for the 
LTE IR simulations with intensity 3.6 users/second and 
network delay value 0.02 seconds. 
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8 Discussion 

8.1 Congestion Window Validation 
The theory for CWV regards the capacity of an Internet path as stable. Hence the algorithm uses a non-

validated period of 300 seconds. This does not always hold true for wireless access. Wireless access is 

likely to have a more fluctuating capacity, thus the period might need to have a smaller value since the 

estimated cwnd will not be relevant for such a long time period. 

In this thesis the rate-limited FTP and video stream simulations with CWV showed small overall differences 

in the end results compared to the baseline. In the rate-limited FTP simulations it was most of the time 

the same amount of RTO produced with and without CWV enabled. The only simulations where there was 

no RTO for CWV and RTO for the baseline at the corresponding simulation was during the simulations with 

TCP Reno with head drop AQM. The cause for this is that when the rate-limited interval starts and 

retransmission occur the cwnd will only make a difference at very specific bandwidths at the rate-limited 

interval. The rate-limited bandwidth is the major deciding factor during the rate-limited interval. The 

throughput during the rate-limited interval was similar in the comparisons between CWV and standard 

TCP but with a more even throughput for CWV when RTO is avoided. CWV kept cwnd in a more 

conservative state in the simulations (not increased far past verified bandwidth) just as the algorithm 

promises.  

In the video stream simulations CWV keeps cwnd between buffering times for the users compared to 

standard TCP where cwnd had to restart between the buffering requests. The overall difference in number 

of retransmission timeouts and rebuffering time is small. Sometimes CWV showed benefits in this area 

but sometimes it also produced more retransmission timeouts or video rebuffering time as well. One 

reason for this is that the difference CWV and the kept cwnd make are so small that the difference in 

rebuffering time ends up being minor. The cause of the occurring rebuffering times is not caused by the 

connection having to restart cwnd from the IW but rather from the network being congested. CWV is a 

sender side only algorithm with no modifications needed on the receiver side which is a benefit as no new 

flags or options are required to be introduced. Even though CWV has not shown a significant advantage 

over standard TCP in terms of retransmission timeouts and rebuffering time it has neither showed any 

major disadvantages in the same area during the simulations in this thesis. CWV is still an interesting 

feature which should be further investigated.  

8.2 Tail Loss Probe 
The simulations of frequent FTP download of small objects showed that TCP without the TLP enhancement 

experience 52.9% to 69.8% more retransmission timeouts compared to TCP with the TLP enhancement 

enabled. TLP enabled simulations also provided between 8.53% to 19.7% higher average object bitrate 

over the standard TCP simulations. When a PTO occurs TLP sends a new segment (if new data is available 

to send) or retransmit last sent segment if no new data is available which repairs the loss or triggers fast 

retransmit. In this thesis the cost for the gains TLP provides is measured in how big quota of all segments 

that are sent consist of TLP segments. In the frequent FTP download of small objects simulations the 

average quota has varied from 0.16% to 0.49%. This amount is tolerable for the gains provided and 

comparatively low.  
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In the set of simulations of instant messaging with one single instant message user and one FTP 

background download the baseline gave 50.0% more retransmission timeouts than the TLP enabled 

simulations. The average object bitrate for the simulations with TLP enabled was 17.32% higher and the 

quota of TLP retransmit segments was 14.4%. This is a notable amount of retransmitted segments that 

has been done by the TLP algorithm but the gains are still big enough to justify the cost. Since instant 

messaging sends small objects frequently, tail losses cause RTO for the baseline while TLP repairs the 

damage through the TLP segments and fast retransmit. The set of simulations of web page refresh with 

one single instant message user and one FTP background download TCP without TLP enabled showed that 

the baseline simulations had 55.6% more retransmission timeouts compared to the set of simulations 

with TLP enabled. The average object bitrate for TLP enabled was 6.25% higher than for TCP without TLP 

and the quota of TLP retransmit segments was 0.260%. The retransmit is comparatively low and worth 

the gains provided.  

In the set of LTE simulations of an increasing amount of clients using instant messaging service and 

continuous FTP background downloads the baseline experienced 25.9% more retransmission timeouts 

compared to the simulations with TLP enabled. The average object bitrate was 3.50% higher for the 

simulations with TLP enabled and the TLP segments quota was 3.89%. Even though the amount of 

retransmission timeouts has decreased with TLP compared to the baseline, the average bitrate increase 

is small. However, it is still a gain in performance since the average object bitrate is positive. 

In the set of LTE simulations of an increasing amount of clients using repeated web page refresh and 

continuous FTP background downloads the baseline experienced 34.6% more retransmission timeouts 

over the simulations with TLP enabled. The average object bitrate was 5.54% higher for the simulations 

with TLP enabled and the TLP segments quota was 0.49%. Here TLP provides a positive gain for the 

comparatively low cost of TLP segments.  

The object delay time for the users with worst performance has overall been improved upon. Even though 

TLP reduced the total amount of retransmission timeouts it can’t eliminate all of them since the probe 

itself might be lost. TLP is a sender side only algorithm with no modifications needed on the receiver side 

which is a benefit as no new flags or options are required to be introduced. Overall throughout all the 

simulations with TLP the result has showed positive gains for using the TLP enhancement based on the 

criterions used in this thesis. 

8.3 Instant Recovery 
IR has shown a decrease in the total number of retransmission timeouts compared to the baseline. The 

average object bitrate has been higher than the baseline seen on the average over all simulations. The 

simulations with the lowest intensity and IR enabled showed lower object delay for all users compared to 

the baseline. The cost for the IR algorithm in form of encoded XOR segments has been around 9% during 

the simulations. When the network is not experiencing heavy load the additional encoded segments have 

not caused problems. The encoded segments have been able to repair lost segments and prevent 

retransmissions and retransmission timeouts which lead to improved object bitrate and reduced object 

delay. However, when the intensity has been further increased the cost of the algorithm starts to add 

more congestion to the network which causes more delay for the clients. At the highest intensity 
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simulations IR gives a longer object delay for all but a few percentiles of the users. As the congestion 

increases so does the probability for more than one loss per encoded segment which reduces the IR 

algorithms effectiveness and ability to repair lost segments. There is a breaking point regarding intensity 

and network load when the cost of IR starts to overshadow the gain of repaired segments. At low load the 

overhead does not hurt the IR algorithms performance but as the load increases the cost of the algorithm 

turns its effect negative for an increasing number of the clients compared to the baseline. This breaking 

point has not been closely investigated in this thesis. Overall throughout all the simulations with IR the 

result has showed positive gains for using the IR enhancement based on the criterions used in this thesis. 

The benefit of IR diminishes as the minimum number of round trip times necessary to complete a 

transaction increases [34]. For large transactions like FTP download of big objects the overhead of 

encoded segments is rather a burden than a benefit.  

A disadvantage of the IR algorithm is the fact that it requires modifications both at the sender and receiver 

side. This would cause it to be a more lengthy process for the algorithm if it wishes to be incorporated 

into standard TCP compared to a sender only side algorithm. Another disadvantage since IR uses new flags 

and options is that middleboxes can cause potential problems. IR packets might be dropped or stripped 

of flags by a middlebox. This is critical for the algorithms feasibility to be deployed in reality.  

8.4 Conclusion 
In this thesis we have implemented and evaluated the TCP enhancements CWV, TLP and IR in an event 

based LTE simulator. The CWV algorithm keeps the cwnd relevant at rate-limited and idle periods. The 

large scale video streaming simulations did not show significant advantages or disadvantages for the CWV 

algorithm over standard TCP for the video stream clients. CWV is still an interesting enhancement for 

further investigation and did not show any major drawbacks.  

The TLP algorithm specializes in repairing lost segments at the tail of transactions by triggering fast 

retransmit. Tail losses cause RTO and in case of a short transaction one RTO might take longer than the 

whole transaction if it was successful. In this thesis simulations with TLP increase the object bitrate and 

reduce the amount of retransmission timeouts.  

IR is an experimental algorithm that allows a receiving end to recover lost packets without 

retransmissions. In this thesis simulations with IR show increased object bitrate and reduced number of 

retransmission timeouts. But we also note that the overhead of the algorithm causes congestion at high 

loaded networks and longer object delay time for parts of the clients. The algorithm introduces new flags 

which might cause potential problems with middleboxes. The algorithm also requires changes at both the 

sender and receiver side which is a drawback.  

8.5 Future Work 
CWV should be further investigated in scenarios that experience periods of low and high sending activity 

such as adaptive streaming, persistent web connections and network file systems. More video streaming 

simulations should be done in order to get a larger data set for more accurate comparisons between the 

same scenarios with and without CWV. More variables than amount of retransmission timeouts and 
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rebuffering time should also be taken into consideration for evaluating CWVs effectiveness. For example 

complexity of implementation and power usage for clients and servers.  

The TLP algorithm does not increase cwnd when sending a new previously unsent segment after PTO fires. 

It should be further investigated whether this might lead to congestion as a sender potentially can have 

more data in flight than the cwnd permits. The added complexity at the sender side might increase the 

power usage which should be investigated and added to the costs of the algorithm when evaluating its 

performance.  

It has not been investigated how IR works with middleboxes in this thesis. This is a critical component if 

the algorithm is going to be practically deployable. It should be investigated how middleboxes handle 

segments with IR flags and options. The breaking point for when a network is too congested to gain 

benefits from the IR algorithm because of the algorithm cost should be investigated. Simulations where 

IR is only enabled on traffic with small objects can be investigated. This might lead to better performance 

for the algorithm even in heavy load scenarios since it is this kind of traffic IR seeks to improve. The power 

usage for clients and servers should be investigated for IR.  
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